About this Project
‘A Legend Evermore’ is brought to you by Winlaton and District Local History Society.
The pack contains this booklet, a music cd and a poster promoting a new website about the
history of the Land of Oak & Iron, centred on the Derwent Valley and the area where the
Derwent meets the Tyne.
This printed booklet is aimed at young people aged 10-15. In it you will find the lyrics to all
the songs on the CD, and short essays which explain the history behind the songs.
For students who are older or more able, and for adults, detailed essays are available as PDFs
which you can download from The Land of Oak & Iron Local History Portal.
The enclosed poster promotes the Portal, which is run by Winlaton and District Local History
Society. We would very much appreciate it if you would put the poster up on your school
noticeboard or another prominent place. The Portal is a growing community resource: you
and your students are encouraged to contribute in any way you wish. We would very much
welcome your ideas and suggestions.
The first page on the Portal is devoted to this project: A Legend Evermore, and there you will
find more resources such as maps, downloadable documents, links to relevant films and
recommendations for further reading.
This has been made possible by The Land of Oak & Iron, who provided a grant from the
Durham Community Foundation.
Winlaton and District Local History Society is a thriving and friendly society with around 120
members. It was started in 1970 by a group of twelve people.
. We meet monthly to enjoy a talk by an invited guest speaker: it’s always interesting, often
illustrated and frequently highly entertaining!
Why not come along to a meeting to see what we're all about? It's only £1 to attend as a
guest: members pay just £5 a year.
Meetings take place in the New West End Social Club on the second Tuesday of every month
between September and May. They start at 7.30pm and usually finish at around 9pm.
In June and July we arrange excursions to places of interest.
To read more about the Society, including the projects and publications it has achieved in its
fifty years of existence, please follow the link from the Portal to our website.

www.winlatonhistorysociety.co.uk
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)
In the 1871 map above, you can clearly see the island in the river at Blaydon.
By 1881 (below) it had been dredged away by the Tyne River Commission.
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Introduction
This book contains brief history essays and the lyrics of all the songs on the CD. It tells the
history of the area around the confluence of the Tyne and the Derwent, centred on Blaydon
and Winlaton, the home of Roly Veitch, the musician who made the recording. Roly chose the
title ‘A Legend Evermore’ to reflect the status of the remarkable stories that originate from
this area. Here are just a few of the topics:
Blaydon Races. The song is known all over Tyneside and is indeed world-famous. But what is
the true story behind the actual races and the song? Find out here.
Coal Mining. Early mining at places such as Winlaton and Whickham gave way to large
mechanised pits at the centre of close-knit communities all over our area, such as Chopwell,
Garesfield (High Spen), Crawcrook, Stella Addison, Stargate, Clara Vale, Towneley Emma
(Ryton), Victoria Garesfield, Greenside and Swalwell.
Keelmen. These strong and hard-working men operated all along the tidal Tyne - Stella,
Blaydon, Dunston, Derwenthaugh, Newburn, Bell’s Close - in fact anywhere coal could be
brought to the banks of the Tyne at suitable boat-loading points.
Lead Mining. The actual mining took place in the north Pennines but Blackett-Beaumont had
their refinery by the river at Blaydon. London Lead Company had a furnace at Ryton: both had
access to keels for transportation downriver to the sea-going ships.
Crowleys. The Winlaton factory of this London-based business soon extended to Winlaton
Mill, then Swalwell. It was the biggest integrated industrial production facility in Europe and
profoundly significant in the social history not only of this area but internationally.
Joe Cowen, the ‘Blaydon Brick.’ This unique politician and businessman had an impact on
workers’ lives far beyond our locality. His radical politics and activities had far-reaching
influence. He was a man of the working class who did his best to improve their lives.
The Hoppings. Winlaton Hoppings has a long history, and the travelling funfair still draws big
crowds. The Town Moor holds the biggest Hoppings event in Europe.
The Co-operative. We all know the Co-op as a supermarket, but the co-operative movement
was a revolution which rapidly spread. Blaydon Co-op was the first in the north-east and was
at the heart of the community.
Community. Our home area is of supreme importance to us: it’s where our roots are. The
places we grow up in - the shops, the streets, the surroundings, all the nooks and crannies are in our DNA. This music tells tales of our area, but it could be anywhere. It’s all about shared
memories and the feeling of stability and belonging.
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Our Dialect
The songs are sung in our natural accent and dialect, which is distinctive and unique.
A dialect is a form of language which is peculiar to a specific region, and our dialect is widelyknown and loved. Like many dialects in the British Isles, its origins are a stew. In the mix, we
can hear the influence of Old English, containing influences of Celtic, Latin, the Germanic
languages spoken by the Anglo-Saxon peoples who migrated to England after the end of
Roman rule. This language was the forerunner of Modern English, but while the dialects of
other English regions were subsequently greatly influenced by Latin and particularly French,
following the Norman invasion, the Geordie dialect developed with more influence from the
Old Norse spoken by Scandinavian settlers.
Wikipedia gives the following examples of our unique pronunciation: ‘dead, cow, house and
strong are pronounced deed, coo, hoos and strang — which is how they were pronounced in
the Anglo-Saxon language. Other Geordie words with Anglo-Saxon origins include: larn (from
the Anglo-Saxon laeran, meaning teach), burn (stream) and gan (go). Bairn and hyem,
meaning child and home are examples of Geordie words with origins in Scandinavia: barn and
hjem are the corresponding modern Norwegian words.’
As Tyneside moved from an agricultural society to an industrial one, allied to coal mining and
ancillary trades and industries, there was an influx of people from the borders, from the North
Tyne, Redesdale, and beyond. Many of the keelmen were from Scotland or the borders. Their
dialects would have an impact on the evolution of our dialect too.
Then, particularly during the nineteenth century, as industry and coal mining prospered, there
was an influx of many people from Scotland and Ireland looking for steady and better paid
work. They were sometimes leaving their home area due to lack of work or social problems
such as the Scottish ‘clearances’ and the Irish potato famine which caused profound hardship
in the homeland.
Putting the native dialects of these peoples into the mix all added to the gradual evolution of
the regional dialect we have today. There are variations as you move across the region from
town to town but nevertheless, overall, our dialect is unique and something to be proud of.
It has ancient roots and it identifies us as who we are and where we come from.
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The Traditional Songs
Most of the songs on the CD are original material with words and music by local musician Roly
Veitch. Four tracks, however, are based on traditional songs:
The Keel Row is a Tyneside folk song telling of the keelmen of Newcastle upon Tyne. It is
unclear whether the melody is Scottish or English in origin and versions of the song appear in
both England and Scotland. An English origin may, however, be indicated by the fact that
‘keel’ referred primarily to boats which carried coal on the Tyne. The opening lines of the song
mentions Sandgate, part of the quayside overlooking the River Tyne to the east of the city
centre: this is where many of the keelmen lived. They wore a distinctive clothing which is
mentioned in the song.
The Blaydon Races was written by music hall performer Geordie Ridley, who was asked to
write a song to promote the races at their exciting new location on Blaydon Island, following
its inaugural meeting in 1861. The great success of the event resulted in a repeat the following
year, on 9th June 1862. Geordie Ridley performed his new song at Blaydon Mechanics’ Hall
that same evening. The first performance had been at Balmbra's Music Hall in Newcastle just
a few days earlier when it was used to exhort people to attend. The meetings then continued
annually until 1865 but by then Geordie Ridley had gone. Tragically he passed away in 1864,
aged only 29. He had never recovered from the serious pit accident he suffered as a young
man.
Winlaton Hopping is a song composed by John Leonard circa 1830. He was the son of Mr
George Leonard, a gardener, of Gateshead. It describes the hopping and some of the
characters there. John Peacock, the piper named in the song, was a master of the
Northumbrian small pipes, and one of the last of the ‘Town Waits’ whom the old burgesses
of Newcastle maintained to play for the mayor on gala occasions and who played at weddings,
festivals and other special events. The CD version has a condensed form of the lyrics.
Winlaton Rapper Calling-on Song, which was used to introduce the sword-dancers, was
notated by legendary folklorist Sir Cecil Sharp back in 1913. There is some controversy as to
whether its true origins were in telling of the Winlaton Rappers or the Earsdon Rappers – it is
not known which version came first. On the CD the melody is purely an instrumental version
but in its day the lyrics would have been sung by the ‘Tommy’ character to introduce the
dancers.
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Our Rich History
Everything is connected. This music grew out of history, and our history is connected to our
geography. Fourteen miles along the Tyne from the sea, the river Derwent enters the Tyne
at Derwenthaugh. Look to the east and Whickham stands high above, looking over the steepsided valley of the Derwent and across the Tyne. Look to the west, and there is Winlaton on
another steep escarpment 450 feet above Blaydon, down in the Tyne Valley, where the river
is tidal as far as Ryton Willows. Tyneside coal seams were exposed up there on the hills. Down
in the valley of the Derwent, Gibside grew rich on coal that lay near the surface.
This area was naturally rich, not only in coal, wood and water, but also in its people, and they
came here from all over the world: Romans, Vikings, Germanic Anglo-Saxons, Irish, Scots, and
people from all over continental Europe. Adding to this melting pot, people from outlying
rural areas and other parts of Britain moved here for more reliable and better-paid work.
Some leading academics now tell us the industrial revolution did not start suddenly with key
inventions such as the steam engine, nor did it start with the mass production of cotton in
Lancashire, as was previously thought. It was a gradual process over centuries as agricultural
workers slowly transformed into an industrial society, closely aligned to coal mining, and the
process started right here. When Ambrose Crowley set up his groundbreaking ironworks in
Winlaton in 1691, it was the start of a new kind of society, a society based on industry, with
regular wages, benefits, education and social care. In this dramatic social development, our
area led the world.
Coal-mining on Tyneside goes back to ancient times. The Romans used coal to warm
themselves on the Wall but it was in the medieval period that commercial coal-mining was to
really take off. At various places across Durham and along the Tyne valley in particular, the
seams were near the surface and people could dig tunnels and bell-pits to extract the coal.
Many of these have been discovered, particularly by builders, but others still lie beneath our
feet, such as under the Hanover housing estate, built on what used to be called The Windy
Fields.
As early as the fourteenth century, Winlaton coal was being mined and taken by packhorse
down steep Blaydon Bank to the staiths for loading onto keel boats. The keelmen rowed the
coal downriver to Newcastle, where the water was deeper and the sea-going ships waited for
their cargo. Not only coal but iron-work and lead, silver, bricks and glass left the mouth of the
Tyne and set out to sea, taking our riches and our products to London and across to Europe.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries there were mine-workings all over our area, mostly
small open-cast mines, bell-pits and tunnels called adits: the big drift mines came later. As
supplies at older pits were running out, the invention of the steam engine enabled the
draining and ventilation of deep mines. Coal production hugely increased: by the Victorian
era, the Great Northern Coalfield was powering the Industrial Revolution and ours was the
most productive coalfield in the world. Coal was known as ‘black gold.’ You can read all about
this in much more detail on the Portal.
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Winlaton Coal
Winlaton lies on the watershed of both the Tyne and Derwent valleys. Lying about five miles
west of Gateshead and Newcastle it stands on the hilltop above Blaydon, some 450 feet
above sea level. To the south-east the land drops down to the Derwent Valley and the
village of Winlaton Mill. To the north-east the land falls away to Blaydon town, lying in the
Tyne valley and adjacent to the river.
Historian William Bourn tells us ‘coals were obtained at Winlaton at an early period of the
history of the industry’. Coal mining on Tyneside and across the region goes back to ancient
times. The Romans knew of coal’s uses but it was in the medieval period that commercial
coal mining was to gain real momentum. At various places across Durham and along the
Tyne valley in particular, coal seams were near the surface and this facilitated extraction.
The earliest pits were ‘bell pits’. Between Winlaton and Winlaton Mill lies Lands Wood. It is
known there were many bell pits here. It is also believed that there were bell pits on an area
of Winlaton known as the Windy Fields, now the site of Hanover Housing Estate. As early as
the fourteenth century Winlaton coal was being mined and taken by packhorse to staiths at
Blaydon for loading onto keels. The keelmen took the coal downriver to load onto seagoing
ships, known as colliers. Coal was then shipped to other parts of the country, particularly to
London, and even shipped abroad. A particular order is documented in 1367 when a
consignment went to Windsor Castle by Royal request. It was used to burn lime to make
mortar for repairs to stonework.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries there were mine workings at other locations in
Winlaton and eventually, by the nineteenth century, drift mines in Blaydon Burn as well as
Blaydon Main Colliery down in Blaydon itself. As supplies at older pits were exhausting the
invention of the steam engine enabled the draining and ventilation of deep mines and coal
production hugely increased with mines by now widespread across the region. By the
Victorian era the ‘Great Northern Coalfield’ was powering the industrial revolution and was
the most productive coalfield in the world. It all started though at a relatively small number
of locations where the coal was near the surface or outcropping on the hillsides. At places
such as Winlaton, nearby Whickham, Elswick and Newcastle Town Moor the coal could be
relatively easily mined and, being in close proximity to the river, transported to the keels. All
this to meet the insatiable and increasing demand for ‘black gold’.
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Winlaton Coal – lyrics © Roly Veitch
Coal mining here on Tyneside goes back a long, long way
To medieval times and even Roman days they say
But whereabouts did this all start, well here's a story true
That gives some indication if you're looking for a clue
Chorus - - The coal we hew, the corve we fill, then haul it to the shaft
Another load heads down the hill, another days hard graft
In thirteen sixty seven good King Edward's request came
Six hundred tons of coal required and ordered in his name
To use for burning lime to make the mortar for the stone
Repairing Windsor Castle, so the archive deeds have shown
Winlaton coal mines were the source, they'd sent supplies before
A thriving industry was there and coal was at its core
Pitmen and keelmen working hard with danger all around
Men, women and their children who were working underground
The coal was taken by packhorse to staiths down on the Tyne
At Blaydon and at Stella too, the keel boats all in line
The keels down river took their load to where the big ships lay
Transferred the coal into their holds, they did this night and day
The loaded ships went off to sea, to London and beyond
While huge increase in coal demand caused mining to respond
And soon pits opened far and wide, a new age they would bring
Winlaton's mines helped pave the way and coal would now be king.

Shipping Wharf, Blaydon
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Ambrose Crowley’s Ironworks
In 1691, a real legend arrived in our area. Ambrose Crowley was a young revolutionary in
the iron industry. He was from a successful family of ironmongers in the Midlands, but he
was a ‘blue-sky thinker.’ Instead of starting up his own business in the shadow of his father,
or in London, where he lived, he started an enormously ambitious one in the north-east,
planning to use the seagoing collier traffic to carry his bulk materials.
First he tried Sunderland, but that didn’t work out: one reason was because his expert
workers were Catholics from Belgium, and it was a bad time to be a Catholic in England. We
don’t know exactly why he chose to move his operations to Winlaton, but we’re certainly
glad he did!
There was the local availability of good coal needed for smithy work and there were
supplies of high-quality iron coming into the Tyne from Sweden. When he took over mills on
the River Derwent at what we now call Winlaton Mill, he had a powerful water supply. The
nearby Gibside estate had plenty of wood for charcoal, and one theory is that it was Sir
William Bowes who gave him the idea and the financial support. There were several
powerful families in the area who were either Catholic or recusant. (Look it up!)
Within a few years he had many hundreds of blacksmith workers in Winlaton, Winlaton Mill
and Swalwell producing iron goods – nails, chains, hinges, tools, locks and also larger items
such as anchors and harpoons. He had contracts with the Admiralty, especially to supply
nails, and at the time of the Anglo/French wars there was huge demand. His business
thrived and with skilful management and very tight control he built a workforce that had
steady wages, contributory benefits such as pension, sickness and accident payments,
widows pensions, a school, a church. Some academics say it was the first example of a social
group that could be defined as ‘the working class’ in the world! In time it was said to be the
largest integrated industrial operation in Europe.
His employees, known as Crowley’s Crew, had to work very hard, for long hours and under
strict conditions, even a curfew. His approach could be described as strict, disciplined but
paternal. He had a set of rules called the Crowley Rulebook which were rigorously followed.
And even though he was usually absent (he was based in London) he had a team of
administrators (a council and various committees) who followed his instructions to the
letter and he kept a very close eye on things.
When Sir Ambrose Crowley died in 1713, his family continued the business but at the end of
the war with France, in 1815, peace and competition brought a sudden steep drop in orders.
It was not long before the Crowley business was closed in Winlaton, which was disastrous
for the village. Operations in Swalwell and Winlaton Mill continued for a few more years.
Many workers moved away to find work, but slowly those who remained in Winlaton
reformed into smaller businesses, fragmented but still viable.
The last Winlaton chain maker, Nixon and Whitfield, closed its doors for the final time in
December 1966. The Crowley era had finally ended some 275 years after it all began, but his
legacy lived on. It has been the subject of much research and all over the world there are
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many articles, papers and books about it. A recently reissued book Men of Iron tells much of
the story.
One of the Crowley blacksmiths, Joseph Cowen, was to become a significant figurehead and
you can read about him and his even more famous son later on in this booklet. The Cowens
were deeply influenced by Crowley and in their own way continued his legacy.
Sir Ambrose Crowley and Crowley’s Crew certainly created a legend. It is a story that still
fascinates and draws avid interest and enthusiastic researchers to this day.

The last remaining forge, Winlaton
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Crowley’s Crew – lyrics © Roly Veitch
Now Ambrose Crowley came up north
To make his iron works the best
At Sunderland it didn’t work
Winlaton's where he found his quest
Sir William Bowes provided funds
Or so they say he likely did
In sixteen ninety then he came
To make his fame and fortune bid
Chorus - - Crowley's Crew, Crowley’s Crew
We're all blacksmiths through and through
Crowley's Crew, Crowley’s Crew
We're all blacksmiths good and true
He brought from Belgium blacksmiths fine
To show the local lads their ways
Their locks and chains, their tools and nails
Were best in Europe, highest praise
And so 'The Factory' was born
Fifteen hundred men at work
Arranged in groups or squares they're called
Good wages paid, they never shirk
He built a school, and then a church
A doctor came and just to add
For those now hurt, or ill or old
The pension paid was none too bad
Now Crowley's Crew the men were called
They fought for rights and common good
Beware if you should disagree
The men were tough, a brotherhood
For countless years the work went on
Renowned and famed throughout the land
But all good things must end they say
And so the smithy's final hand
In nineteen sixty six it came
The hammer struck the final blow
The final link, the final chain
No longer does the fire glow
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Winlaton blacksmiths, c 1880
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The Coaly Tyne
It’s hard to believe it nowadays, but the Tyne used to be dirty and coaly. There’s always been
a lot of industry in our area – people using our natural resources and inventiveness to create
things to sell. Many of the things we produced were heavy and dirty, such as coal, ironware,
lead, bricks. Before the road and rail systems were developed, the best way to move heavy
goods in bulk was by water, by river and sea.
The Tyne is tidal, all the way up to Newburn, eighteen miles from the river’s mouth. In the
early days, it was much shallower and more winding than it is now, so it was impossible to
bring big sea-going vessels up river. There was a need to get the cargo down river to the ships
berthed where the water was deeper, beyond the Tyne Bridge. (There’s always been a bridge
there – the Romans built the first one where the Swing Bridge stands today.)
Arising out of this need came a practical solution – keelboats and the keelmen who worked
them. The keelboats were unusually broad vessels with a shallow draught so that even fully
loaded their bottom was only about 4 or 5 feet under water. As a result they could be safely
taken through shallow water. They had a single mast with a square sail attached to a yardarm.
If there was no wind, oars were used and also iron-capped poles were used for poling the keel
through shallow waters, the keelman bending over and putting the pole to his shoulder.
A keel boat could carry about 20 tons. The boats were loaded at specially constructed sites
on the riverside known as staiths, using manual labour and sometimes aided by chutes. Coal,
for example, would be taken from the nearby mines to these staiths by packhorse. The
keelmen then sailed downriver and alongside the seagoing vessels (known as colliers) and
transferred the coal. As the seagoing ships were much taller, it was incredibly hard manual
work and it went on day and night.
By the early eighteenth century there were around 500 keelboats working on the Tyne and
around 2000 keelmen. There were usually two or three men to a boat plus a boy apprentice
known as a pee dee. The staiths at Blaydon and nearby Stella were a particular hive of activity
and there were keelmen cottages and wooden huts in and near Blaydon as well as other
nearby locations along the river. The main area where they lived was at Sandgate in
Newcastle.
The keelmen were incredibly industrious, hard-living and very clannish. They defended their
rights tenaciously. They even had their distinctive attire for social occasions – a blue jacket,
yellow waistcoat, bell-bottom trousers and a blue bonnet. With their boating skills they were
an obvious target for the dreaded press gangs but most of the time there were contractual
agreements to avoid confrontations. These involved the supplying of agreed numbers of
volunteers for service in the Royal Navy.
In the mid eighteenth century innovative developments began to erode the keelmen’s work.
The exhaustion of coal mines up river led to new deeper mines downstream and on the
riverside huge wooden staiths were constructed, enabling ships to be loaded directly from
the shore. There were violent keelmen protests but to no avail. Then came the Newcastle to
Carlisle railway in 1835. Steam-powered railways were creating even greater demand for coal
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and they were able to transport it much more efficiently. The final straw came when the Tyne
Improvement Commission, led by Sir Joseph Cowen, began dredging, modifying river banks,
removing islands and silt. This brought a huge increase in river traffic and heavy industry like
Armstrong’s, but there was no more need for keel-boats. The keelmen easily found new jobs
in the Victorian industry boom, but it was the end of a remarkable community of incredibly
hardworking people who had created their own unique way of life and a legend in the process.
A Keelman's Lament – lyrics © Roly Veitch
I used to be a keelman, and lived close by the Tyne
We carried coal down river all year round come rain or shine
We loaded up the big ships bound for London and elsewhere
Three brothers and our pee dee, my only son and heir
The keelmen clan are hardy, they toil all night and day
They take care of each other and defend their ancient way
For many are the perils and its not just now and then
For often press gangs come here on lookout for young men
A while ago the press gang came to do their dirty deed
But Crowley's Crew were waiting to attack and get men freed
They sprung a trap and waited, then suddenly did charge
The press gang took a beating, were routed by and large
The gang humiliated they reinforcements sought
They then returned for vengeance and now many men were caught
They hauled them to the station then the poor souls handed on
For duty in the navy, all hope of freedom gone
Alas I too was taken from my brothers and my son
I'm now in Nelson's navy and the battle must be won
We face the French, arms loaded, our duty must be done
But how I long for Tyneside with keel and not a gun
If I survive I'll bide time till chance might come my way
I'll try to flee this nightmare and get home I hope and pray
For all that I desire is to be with kith and kin
And be on board my keel boat and find my peace within
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The Lead Road
Imagine a long row of Galloway ponies, all in single file and with wooden panniers on their
backs loaded with heavy lumps of smelted lead. At the front a man leads them on, another
man guards the rear. The procession has come from Allendale on a drove road and is
headed for the lead refinery at Blaydon. This route was known as ‘the lead road’ and came
through Hedley on the Hill, Greenside and down into Blaydon either via Summerhill Bank or
Blaydon Bank. After arrival and unloading the ponies are fed and rested at Horsecrofts
(which still exists) then loaded with provisions for the return journey. This remarkable ritual
was a result of the thriving lead mining industry in the north Pennines but to know more of
the story we need go back to the beginning.
The usefulness of lead, with its non-corrosive quality, has been known for thousands of
years. Likewise the skill of smelting lead ore (a process of heating and melting) to gain the
metal. The Romans knew of it and it was probably they who brought the skill to Britain.
Several regions were rich in lead ore, especially the north Pennines, the high plateau of
upper Teesdale, Weardale, South Tynedale, Allendale and the upper Derwent valley.
The ore was galena, a form of lead sulphide containing small amounts of silver. In medieval
times there was a surge in building with stone. This created a demand for lead for roofing,
gutters, drainage pipes and so on. The discovery of lead ore in the northern dales resulted in
the growth of mining in the area involving the skills of locating the seams, mining them,
dressing, smelting and refining. The seams were usually vertical, unlike coal seams which are
usually horizontal. Prospectors could locate seams where the surface soils were washed
away by streams, or in gulleys. They learned how to dam streams and suddenly release the
water to wash away the soil to expose new seams, called hushing. Then the lead was mined,
originally by excavating bell pits (just digging down for a few metres then sideways until too
dangerous to continue). Later more sophisticated mines were opened using levels (long
tunnels) for drainage and to access new seams.
The mined ore was ‘dressed’: lead-bearing ore was sorted from waste then smelted, a job of
considerable skill. Early smelting was carried out simply by mixing ore with wood and
burning it on a hill top where there was strong up-draught to help the fire burn well. These
were known as bale hills. Later more sophisticated smelting involved much more efficient
furnaces at smelt mills.
From the late 1600s two companies dominated north Pennine lead mining, the BlackettBeaumont Company and the London Lead Company. During the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries they made a primary contribution to the UK’s position as world leader in lead
production. Smelted lead was transported by ponies with panniers or horses pulling carts to
riverside staiths where the keelmen would then take it to the seagoing ships.
London Lead Company had a wharf at Stella, Blackett-Beaumont had a refinery at Blaydon,
near the present railway station, where lead was refined including the extraction of silver.
For this reason Blaydon Bank became known as Silver Hill.
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In the late nineteenth century the importing of much cheaper lead from Spain marked the
end of the industry. Within just a few years, most lead mines had closed. The skills and
unique lifestyle of the lead miners came to a sad end and the area reverted to farming and
the newly developing tourist industry. The scars remain and there is much fascinating
industrial archaeology to be seen in the area.
The Lead Road – lyrics © Roly Veitch
Now just imagine seeing this a long long time ago
Some fifty horses, single file, all walking in a row
And on their backs large panniers hang with quite a canny load
The men in charge they lead them on along an old drove road
Chorus - - We're headed down to Blaydon
We're on the old lead road
Wor bags are fully laden
Such a heavy, heavy load
Across the moors from Allendale they wind their weary way
Mile after mile the train moves on, the same day after day
And then at last the end is reached at Blaydon, near the Tyne
The Blackett-Beaumont factory where lead goes to refine
North Pennine mines were thriving then but now they are no more
A host of minerals they produced but most of all lead ore
The lead was smelted near the mines but too impure to sell
At Blaydon lead was then refined and then did very well
The ore contained some silver and at Blaydon t'was removed
A very canny process and quite lucrative it proved
But spare a thought for all those men who toiled all night and day
For miner's work is very hard and modest was their pay
And think of all those Galloways at Horsecrofts where they graze
A meadow just by Blaydon town that' s still there nowadays
Once loaded up with things folk need, provisions of all kinds
They set off home with ne'er a thought of silver on their minds
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Joseph Cowen Junior (1829 - 1900)
There were two Joseph Cowens, and they were father and son. The elder one started out as
a blacksmith and a member of Crowley’s Crew and ended up as Sir Joseph Cowen, knighted
for his work on improving the Tyne. His son, born in 1829 into the Crowley tradition of
social conscience and self-improvement, went on to be even more famous than his father.
His nickname was ‘The Blaydon Brick’.
He was educated in Ryton and then Edinburgh University, where he was influenced by Dr.
John Richie, a fearless radical thinker and fiery orator. Joe became a resolute campaigner for
the equality and rights of the masses and was radical in his political views. He returned from
Edinburgh to take a very active role in the family business of brick manufacture and mine
ownership, most of it in Blaydon Burn. But despite this workload he devoted time to politics
and trying to improve the social conditions and moral code of all classes of workmen in the
locality. He was a frequent speaker at workers’ trade clubs, mechanics’ institutes and the
like.
In 1854 he became editor of a new newspaper, the Northern Tribune. He wrote articles
about Winlaton, Blaydon, Stella and Crowley's Crew. In 1857 with others he formed the
Northern Reform League and was reputed to have spoken at every colliery village in
Northumberland and Durham on principles of Christian Democracy. As chairman of the
Northumbrian Education League he pushed for decent education for everyone.
He soon became known in political circles throughout Europe, where countries were in
turmoil as empires broke apart and countries tried to forge independence. He associated
with reformist movements abroad and it was rumoured he smuggled radical pamphlets and
leaflets in brick consignments being sent abroad. Those in authority were wary of him and
he was kept under surveillance. When Giuseppi Garibaldi visited Britain, Cowen invited him
to Tyneside and they became firm friends. Cowen also associated with other free-thinking
European radicals - Lajos Kossuth, Louis Blanc, Felice Orsini and others.
Cowen was a devout radical and republican. He believed that everyone should have the
vote; that land belonged to us all and not just the rich minority; and that Ireland should
belong to the Irish. He had much support among the working classes but had enemies
because of his anti-establishment beliefs and republicanism.
In 1859 Cowen bought the Newcastle Daily Chronicle and quickly increased its popularity
and circulation. In 1873 a campaign begun for a nine-hour day for workers and he used his
newspaper and personal funds to further this cause, which achieved its aim.
He also involved himself in the growing Co-operative Movement based on the innovative
Rochdale principles. Blaydon was one of the first towns to have a Co-op store and it was a
great success. He was Co-op Congress President in 1873.
Like his father before him, he was elected to Newcastle Town Council in 1862 and was then
invested as alderman in 1877. He sat on the council until 1886.
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In January 1874 Joe was elected to fill the parliamentary seat vacant because of the death of
his father. Lacking in height and rather shabby in appearance, he at first shocked and then
by his sincerity impressed the House of Commons. He had walked into the Commons
wearing a soft cloth cap thereby 'nailing his flag to the mast'. His political independence
combined with a gift of unrefined yet genuine eloquence made him a widely known and
popular public figure. He spoke in parliament on matters that had for years been close to his
heart, such as championing the weak against the strong, on matters of social and
educational betterment of the masses and on Christian morale code. He was regarded as a
great orator of the time.
In 1886, Joe Cowen retired from parliamentary life, professing disgust for the intrigues of
politics, and devoted himself to conducting his newspaper, the Newcastle Daily Chronicle,
and to his private business. In this capacity he exercised a wide influence on local opinion.
He passed away in the year 1900, leaving a daughter Jane. A fine bronze statue of Cowen
stands in Fenkle Street in Newcastle, near the Assembly Rooms.
The Cowens in their own way continued the Crowley tradition. Whilst Crowley was very
autoctratic yet paternal, the Cowens joined the growing liberal reformist political movement
which was a recurring feature of nineteenth century politics - campaigning for social justice
for the working classes, for standards of universal education, for Christian democracy and
moral code, and for improved conditions of employment. Joe Cowen participated
relentlessly in a broad campaign against the 'old school' which helped achieve significant
improvement in the status and well-being of the working classes. In that respect he and his
father have their eminent place in the history of industrial Winlaton and Blaydon and across
Tyneside and the north east.
This essay focuses on Joe Cowen but his father Sir Joseph Cowen was also a very important
figure in Winlaton and indeed regional history. Also he was the link between his renowned
son Joe and the legendary Crowley era. For more information about Sir Joseph and indeed
the remarkable Cowen family we recommend further reading. There is a pdf document on
the Cowens available as a free download on the Winlaton & District Local History Society
website if you wish to know more.

Left:
Sir Joseph Cowen
(1800-1873)

Right:
Joseph Cowen Jnr
(1829-1900)
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The Blaydon Brick – lyrics © Roly Veitch
From Lindisfarne the Cowens came
To Stella, by the Tyne
To somewhere safe, that was their aim
With help they'd be just fine
So with the Tempests they did stay
Then joined the Crowley Crew
The Cowens had a wily way
Hard work would pay they knew
When Crowley left Winlaton town
Young Cowen took the lead
Men knew he wouldn't let them down
They're all a loyal breed
In business too a start he made
Investing in a mine
To make his fame and fortune bade
Here was an early sign
Now where there's coal there's clay you know
In Blaydon Burn the best
For making fire bricks to go
To customers impressed
So Cowen's Brickworks now began
As reputations grew
And at its helm was that same man
Who came from Crowley's Crew
When Joseph Cowen rich became
He moved to Stella Hall
Full circle since the Tempests fame
Those years before it all
A pillar of society
Newcastle's own MP
A model of sobriety
Sir Joseph now was he
His son was Joseph Cowen too
Another businessman
But also radical in view
Left wing republican
Now Garibaldi was his friend
And others of same aims
His family wealth he'd often spend
To help them fight campaigns
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Young Joseph was an MP too
He won his father's seat
Poor Gladstone unsure what to do
An awkward man to beat
Joe Cowen the orator great
Sincere, of trick no need
To journalists his name had weight
'The Blaydon Brick' indeed
In Blaydon then the Cowen's range
Of influence was wide
In many ways their social change
Brought good and civic pride
When Joe passed on an era ends
The people knew the score
So raise a toast to him my friends
The Blaydon Brick no more

The statue of Joseph Cowen
on Fenkle Street, at its
junction with Westgate Road
Newcastle, near the Old
Assembly Rooms.
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The Hoppings
A hopping is an Old English word for a dance, and it became the term used in the north-east
for a fair, especially a travelling fair, where there was always lots of dancing!
Early information about the Blaydon Races mentions the hoppings on The Spike, which was
a riverside area on the outskirts of Blaydon. These travelling funfairs, which visited many
villages all around England, were an important traditional annual event. Usually the
hoppings would arrive for a week or so and many local folk would go for the entertainment
and to meet up.
The travelling fair goes back at least to medieval times. They used to be of various types ‘prescriptive’ based on trade and custom, ‘charter’ (with Royal authority and jurisdiction
and a source of Crown revenue) and ‘Mop Fairs’ which were places of meeting to seek
employment, usually for agricultural workers. At these travelling fairs there would be varied
types of entertainments – plays, games, dancing and story-telling.
These fairs evolved and adapted to the fashions and popular culture of the day and by the
sixteenth to eighteenth centuries they had begun to include circus-type acts, such as
menageries of animals, acrobats, clowns and also waxworks, freak shows and theatrical
booths.
As the Victorian era arrived many of these fairs were in decline. Public tastes had moved on
and other forms of amusement and entertainment were taking over. Music Hall, the
theatre, lantern shows and travelling exhibitions all eroded the popularity of the old
fashioned hoppings.
Then came a transformational development – the introduction of steam power. Steam
powered carousels came first. Then an innovative firm, Savage of Kings Lynn in Norfolk,
invented the classic carousel, the ‘gallopers’, which were rides on mechanical horses which
would rise and fall as the carousel rotated. People were enthralled by this ‘ride’ and soon
they developed various types of carousel type rides all powered by steam traction engines
using belt drives. As the steam engines were gradually replaced by petrol and diesel engines
powering electricity generators, the rides progressed too. Now there were dodgem cars,
switchbacks, waltzers, helter skelters and much more. Also a new range of amusements
developed, often involving a small payment with the possibility of winning modest prizes
and needing some degree of skill, for example the coconut shy. The modern ‘fun fair’ was
born and public support and popularity regained. The fairground owners were shrewd men
and always quick to see new innovations and technology as a possible source of new ideas
to maintain public enthusiasm.
The travelling fairs, which came to villages such Winlaton, Blaydon and Swalwell were by
now of this type. The Winlaton Hoppings are still going strong although no longer on the
scale of bygone years when there were stalls and rides on every street corner and in every
nook and cranny. Now the fair is confined to the ‘Windy Fields’ for one week each May but
still attracts a good following among the young. These travelling fairs eventually all
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congregate at ‘the Town Moor’ in Newcastle for a week in June each year. It is a huge event
and is reputed to be the biggest of its type in Europe.
Back in the 1830s a local man, John Leonard, composed a song ‘Winlaton Hopping’. It tells of
the local people’s enjoyment of the event and the characters who were there. The version
of this song on the CD is based on a condensed version of the full lyrics. Another local song,
‘Swalwell Hopping’, written by John Selkirk c.1807, tells of a similar event

Photographs taken at Winlaton Hoppings c1912
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Winlaton Hopping – lyrics
Ye sons of glee come join with me,
Who all love mirth and topping, O;
You'll ne'er refuse to hear my muse,
of Winlaton's famous hopping, O.
To Tench's Hotel now retire,
To tipple away so neatly, O;
The fiddle and song you'll sure admire,
Together they sound so sweetly, O.
Chorus - - Fal the dal la, fal the dal la,
Fal the dal the di dee O,
Fal the dal la, fal the dal la,
Fal the dal the di dee O.
Ranged in a row, a glorious show,
The spice and nuts for cracking, O;
With handsome toys for girls and boys,
at Winlaton's famous Hopping, O.
Each to the stalls lead his dear lass,
And treat her there so sweetly, O;
Then straight retire to drink a glass,
And shuffle and cut so neatly, O.
With box and die you'll Sammy spy,
Of late Sword-Dancers' Bessy, O—
Soon Peacock drew his pipes and blew,
And Tench he tuned his fiddle, O;
Wor Painter Jack he led the van,
The drum did join in chorus, O.
The young and old then danced and sang,
All cares fled far before us, O.
The night came on, with dance and song
Each public-house did jingle, O;
All ranks did swear to banish care,
The married and the single, O;
They tripped away till morning light,
Then slept sound without rocking, O.
Next day they drank in merry plight,
And jaw'd about the Hopping, O.
White Star Rappers of Winlaton
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The Northumbrian Rapper Sword Dance
CD track – The Winlaton Rapper Calling-on Song (Instrumental)
Although sword dances evolved all over the world, the rapper dance was absolutely unique
to the pit villages of north east England and seems to have arisen particularly on Tyneside. It
was performed by the miners not only as a form of entertainment but also to raise money:
for donations following pit disasters, for other welfare purposes, or just for beer money. The
miners, in the nature of their dangerous work, had a very strong spirit of solidarity but also
there was intense rivalry between villages so activities such as leek-growing, whippet-racing,
pigeon-racing, brass bands, football and rapper sword dancing were an outlet for their
competitive spirit and for gambling too.
The unique feature of the rapper sword was that it was flexible. Just what caused this
fundamental development is uncertain – it might be linked to the astonishingly bendy sword
blades that the German sword-makers of Shotley Bridge brought to our area - but it seems
the village miners probably initially began to use their own implements. They may have
adapted some form of discarded tool, some say possibly a tool for brushing down the pit
ponies or something used to clean off rust from the pit cage. This evolved into the formal
rapper sword which was shorter and with a handle at each end. Another factor was an
improved Bessemer process which enabled much cheaper production of steel and which
would have reduced the cost of properly made rapper swords.
The formation and spread of these early village rapper dance teams occurred in the mid to
late nineteenth century. Two documented before 1850 were the Winlaton and Earsdon
teams. The song ‘Winlaton Hopping’ by John Leonard mentions sword dancers and is
believed to have been written circa 1830. Was there a Crowley or Cowen connection?
By the late nineteenth century the rapper dance was well developed with more intricate
dance moves carried out by a team of five, together with two additional team members, the
Bessy (or Betty) and the Tommy (who engaged the audience and sometimes joined in). The
dance would end with the dancers locking the swords into a star formation and holding it
aloft, to loud cheers from the audience.
Rapper sword dancing was in slow decline in the early twentieth century but in the 1920s
the eminent folk traditions researcher Sir Cecil Sharp came north and recorded the dances
and helped promote a revival. Again in decline after the second world war, a Newcastle
University professor, Bill Cassie, encouraged students to take up the dance. The Newcastle
Kingsmen were formed and this led to another big revival. Now countrywide interest is
vibrant and there are many teams and competitions.
In the north east there are twelve teams at present and among them the High Spen Blue
Diamonds, the oldest team still active. The Winlaton Rappers team came to an end in the
1970s but in the 1920s their White Star team won many trophies and was regarded as the
best. The ‘calling on song’ is an instrumental version on the CD but in its day it would have
been sung by the Tommy, before the act commenced, to implore the audience to support
the team and to introduce the act. Rapper Sword Dancing is one more aspect of the local
mining tradition about which the region can be very proud.
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The Blaydon Races
We now know the Blaydon Races as a run that takes place every year on the 9 th June, but it
used to be a horse race, and it gave rise to the legendary song that made Blaydon famous all
over the world. The song lyrics, written by Geordie Ridley, tell of the five-mile journey from
Newcastle west to Blaydon on race day, 9th June 1862, and of the characters and incidents
along the way.
The history of the actual horse race meetings is a fascinating and chequered one. It is
believed the races go back to 1811, first on Newburn Haugh then on land near where
Blaydon railway station is now situated. The Hoppings visited The Spike, also called Blaydon
Haughs, at the same time as the races, so it was all a big annual social event. Sadly, the
building of the Newcastle to Carlisle railway, which opened in 1835, brought these informal
‘point to point’ meetings to an end.
In 1859, plans to revive them at a new site came to fruition and after a successful trial
period the first official meeting was held in 1861. It was now an accredited meeting on the
British Racing Calendar. The circular track, of about one mile circumference, was on Blaydon
Island, also known as Dent's Meadow. This was a large island in the River Tyne, situated
between Blaydon, on the south bank, and Newburn Haugh, on the north bank. A unique
location!
The 1861 meeting ended with an evening dance at the Mechanics’ Hall in Blaydon. The great
success of the event resulted in a repeat the following year, on 9th June 1862, when the
arrangements were similar. Music Hall artist Geordie Ridley performed his new song, The
Blaydon Races, at Blaydon Mechanics’ Hall that same evening. The first performance had
been at Balmbra's Music Hall in Newcastle just a few days earlier when it was used to
encourage people to attend. The meetings then continued annually until 1865 but by then
Geordie Ridley had gone. Tragically he passed away in 1864, aged only 29. He had never
recovered from the serious pit accident he suffered as a young man.
Blaydon Island ceased to exist, along with the other small islands, after improvements to the
river by The Tyne Improvement Commission under Sir Joseph Cowen. Finally the races were
revived once more in 1887 and held on a track a little further west, on Stella Haugh. Initially
they thrived but by the late 1890's they were in decline. Despite this, they continued up to
1916 when civil disorder, caused by a dubious race result, caused the authorities to close
down the meeting. There were concerns about misbehaviour and security, it being war
time. The song meanwhile had been fervently adopted as an anthem, sung at public
gatherings and at Newcastle United football matches. It was of such universal appeal that to
this day it remains synonymous with Tyneside and the Geordies, and is known throughout
the world.
A big celebration of the races took place on the centenary, 9th June 1962, with a huge
parade starting at Balmbras and ending at Blaydon. It included decorated floats, vintage
vehicles and lots of other attractions: thousands of folk turned out to see it. A similar event
was organised by an enthusiastic committee on 9th June 2012, to celebrate 150 years. The
modern road race follows the five mile route and attracts elite athletes as well as
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enthusiastic joggers. So in these activities, as well as the continued popularity of the
anthem, the Blaydon Races legend lives on.
A Legend Evermore – lyrics © Roly Veitch
At Blaydon near the river
Ran a point to point horse race
Eighteen eleven it began
As hoppings week took place
Sword dancers canny to behold
Round villages did go
While keelmen and the pitmen bold
Raised money for the show
But railways came and took the land
A premature demise
So then another course they planned
They're choice a big surprise
For who'd have thought this track would be
On Blaydon Island fair
A special place and all agree
A course beyond compare
From eighteen sixty-one to five
It proved a huge success
A joyful anthem helped it thrive
George Ridley's song no less
Then once again fate took a hand
This island had to go
The Tyne Commission cleared the land
Improved the river flow
So once again began the quest
Again the course was moved
To Stella Haugh just further west
A final fling it proved
The great war came and so the end
In nineteen sixteen came
But Ridley's words so neatly penned
A rallying cry became
And so this song we sing with pride
Has grown into folklore
And made our races known worldwide
A legend evermore
A legend evermore
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Blaydon Races – lyrics
Aa went to Blaydon Races, ‘twas on the ninth of June
Eighteen hundred and sixty two on a summer’s afternoon
Aa took a bus from Balmbras and she was heavy laden
Away we went alang Collingwood Street, that’s on the way to Blaydon
Chorus - - Oh me lads, ye shoulda seen us gannin
Passin the folks upon the road, just as they were stannin’
There was lots of lads and lasses there
Aal wi smilin’ faces
Gannin’ alang the Scotswood Road
To see the Blaydon Races
We flew past Armstrong’s factory and up to the Robin Adair
Just gannin’ doon to the railway bridge the bus wheel flew off there
The lasses lost their crinolines and the veils that hid their faces
Aa got two black eyes and a broken nose
In gannin’ to Blaydon Races
When we got the wheel put on away we went again
But those that had their noses broke they came back ower hyem
Some went to the dispensary and some to Doctor Gibbs
And some to the Infirmary to mend their broken ribs
Noo when we got to Paradise there was bonny game begun
There was fower (four) and twenty on the bus, man how they danced and sung
They caalled on me to sing a song, aa sung them ‘Paddy Fagan’
Aa danced a jig and aa swung me twig that day aa went to Blaydon
We flew across the Chain Bridge, reet into Blaydon town
The bellman he was caallin’ there, they caalled him Jackie Brown
Aa saw him taalkin’ to some cheps and them he was persuadin’
Te gan and see Geordie Ridley’s show at the Mechanic’s Haall at Blaydon
The rain it poured down aal day and made the ground quite muddy
Coffee Johnny had a white hat on, they yelled ‘Whe stole the cuddy?’
There was spice stalls and monkey shows and aald wives sellin’ ciders
An’ a chap with a ha’penny roundabout shootin’ ‘Noo me lads for riders’
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George or ‘Geordie’ Ridley was born in Gateshead, son of
a pitman. He was down the pit at age 8, as a trapper boy
then wagon man. He had a flair for mimicry and
entertainment and often amused his workmates with his
‘routines‘. He was badly injured by a runaway wagon and
was no longer able to do heavy work again. He used his
entertainment skills to build a new career as an
entertainer becoming a very well-known character at the
trade clubs and concert halls, pubs, fairs and parties.
He had a knack for writing songs of local interest and by
1862 was appearing at the biggest venues all over the
north east. But by then sadly his health was declining, the
legacy of his bad accident. He died at home in Gateshead
aged just 29.

Geordie Ridley
1835-1864

His song Blaydon Races has become THE Tyneside
anthem, known all over the world. He also wrote the
popular song Cushie Butterfield. Usually he wrote lyrics to
a pre-existing melody. He was no literary genius but had
the common touch which appealed to a great many folk
and this has created his legendary status on Tyneside.
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Coffee Johnny
Coffee Johnny is one of Winlaton’s most memorable characters; immortalised in the final
verse of The Blaydon Races. Renowned for wearing a white top hat, he certainly merits
being described as being ‘larger than life’, as he was well over six feet tall at a time when
people were generally much smaller. In fact, according to St Paul’s burial records, his grave
measured 7 feet long (2.134mtrs), the longest in the graveyard!
Christened John in April 1829, the son of Thomas and Margery Oliver, it isn’t known exactly
why he was given the nick-name Coffee Johnny but one theory is that every morning, when
his pals called for him on their way to school, he kept them waiting, saying “just wait ‘til
aa’ve finished drinking me coffee.”
Winlaton village was where Coffee Johnny was born, went to school, lived and worked as a
blacksmith, married local girl Elizabeth Greener with whom he had a family and where his
body was brought home to be buried in 1900, having died at the age of 72 while living with
his daughter at Blyth.
Young Coffee started his working life in the blacksmith’s forges, involving strenuous physical
work which helped develop his muscular strength. This tall, strapping young man began to
earn extra money by competing as a bare-knuckle boxer. These men had to have stamina
and be hardened to withstand the brutal punishment that they would endure in bouts
where each round lasted until one was knocked to the ground and then had 38 seconds to
resume the fight or they lost the contest.
Coffee, with his conspicuous habit of wearing a tall white hat when he attended his muchloved horse racing and hunt meetings, became a legend in his own lifetime, and his exploits
as a fighter were the subject of many stories passed down through the generations by word
of mouth.
Of these stories perhaps the best known is when he fought William Renwick, another
Winlaton blacksmith, who had a reputation for poaching and fighting. The fight took place
on Hedley Fell in May 1850, when Coffee was 22, and lasted for 1 hour 10 minutes. Coffee
was finally declared the winner after 36 rounds! Renwick suffered so badly that he had to be
carried back in a hand cart to be treated by three local doctors!
Richard Hurst, who was last hinge-maker in the village and knew Coffee, gave this testimony
to his character: “he was a smith and a decent sort of chap. He went to every funeral in
Winlaton, walked at the end of the procession and wore his white hat.‘
When he died of pneumonia in 1900 his coffin was brought by train to Blaydon station and
then carried on a horse-drawn cart up the hill to St Paul’s Churchyard for the burial service.
Such was the respect local people had for him that they lined the route and the local brass
band, of which Coffee had been a staunch supporter, followed the hearse playing “When
Johnny comes marching home”. This event was celebrated on the 100th anniversary of his
death with a re-enactment of the funeral procession and a gravestone being erected on
what had been his unmarked grave.
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Coffee Johnny Wore a White Top Hat – lyrics © Roly Veitch
Coffee Johnny wore a white top hat
Who'd have ever thought that he'd do that
Fancy that, fancy that
Coffee Johnny wore a white top hat
Six foot fower (four) and as strong as an ox
A tough young smithy who could surely box
Fancy that, fancy that
Coffee Johnny wore a white top hat
Fought bare knuckles and he beat the best
Head and shoulders stood above the rest
Fancy that, fancy that
Coffee Johnny wore a white top hat
Sure to show up at the hunt or race
Dressed in style, a big smile on his face
Fancy that, fancy that
Coffee Johnny wore a white top hat
Hard to miss when stood among the throng
Now immortal through George Ridley's song
Fancy that, fancy that
Coffee Johnny wore a white top hat
At Blaydon Races then he found his fame
A lad from Winlaton with a cute nickname
Fancy that, fancy that
Coffee Johnny wore a white top hat

Coffee Johnny’s white top hat may have been a
reference to Winlaton’s proud history of
support for the Chartists, who fought for
parliamentary reform in the 1830s to 1850s.
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The Battle of Stella Haugh (aka The Battle of Newburn)
Walk along the Tyne riverside paths near Newburn Bridge on a nice day and you’ll find a
tranquil scene: it’s hard to imagine that it was once the site of a bloody battle! There were
many frictions between the Scots and their English king, Charles I , but things came to a
head when he imposed a new Common Prayer book on the Scottish clergy. This caused
national resentment in Scotland and culminated in August 1640, when the Scots sent an
enormous army to invade England.
Charles was unpopular even in England: he had just dismissed his own Parliament and had
decided to rule his kingdom himself. However, without Parliament’s approval he was unable
to raise money through taxation. Having involved the country in costly wars with Spain and
France, he lacked money to equip his armies properly. So the English soldiers who were sent
to fight for him were badly equipped and generally disgruntled with their lot.
The Scottish commander was planning to attack the city of Newcastle from its less defended
southern side so he had sent his army to cross the river at Stella Haugh, where there was a
ford. (Haugh means water-meadow: the river was shallower and more winding in those
days.) A regiment of English soldiers had already built two fortifications on the Stella side of
the river in preparation of any attack and were reinforced with 4500 men sent out from the
forces defending the city.
The battle seems to have started more by accident. The English army watched as a Scottish
soldier rode his horse into the river, where it stood drinking. Apparently without being
ordered to do so, an English soldier fired a single shot which killed the cavalryman. On
Friday 28th August, the battle commenced with both sides sending cannon fire and fusillades
of musket shots across the river. The Scots, who hugely outnumbered the English, also had
heavier artillery which they sited on the hill. They even hoisted a canon up into the tower of
Newburn Church! They were able to inflict devastating bombardments on the English
fortifications. The battle ended when the defending force retreated in disarray and fled
from the river, heading back to Newcastle and the city of Durham.
The city of Newcastle surrendered, the Scottish army then occupied it and held control of
Northumberland for over a year, during which time essential supplies of coal to London
were severely curtailed. They demanded payment for expenses during their occupation of
the north and finally left in 1641 after receiving £60,000.
To raise this money the King was forced to recall Parliament, an act which would set in
motion sequences of events which would eventually see him being put on trial for high
treason, found guilty and beheaded on 30th January 1649.
The country descended into a civil war. When the ‘Roundhead’ Parliamentarians finally
beat the ‘Cavalier’ Royalists, the country was governed for the only time in its history as a
Commonwealth or republic. It was led by Oliver Cromwell, who took the title ‘Lord
Protector’ but was known to all by the nickname ‘Old Ironsides’. The Battle of Stella Haugh
was therefore hugely important because of its political consequences.
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The Battle of Stella Haugh – lyrics © Roly Veitch
Stella Haugh is where the Blaydon Races used to be
A meadow just beside the Tyne that's steeped in history
In August, sixteen forty quite a battle took place there
Between the English and the Scots and all because of prayer
For Charles believed divine the right of kings, his word was law
His pious views he tried to force on Scotland risking war
As many Scots resented interference in their ways
And so they took up arms to try to end those troubled days
A powerful army was amassed of Scotland's brave and bold
They headed south towards the Tyne then set up their stronghold
Initially they tried to lodge petitions for their cause
But these were shunned then followed on a most uneasy pause
The king on hearing of this raid the gentry's help he sought
His northern friends took up the call and fighting men were brought
To Stella on the southern bank just over from the foe
And then there was a stand off, no one yet would strike a blow
A Scotsman then decided that his horse must take a drink
A deadly English shot rang out, a rash impulse they think
It brought immediate Scots response, their cannon firing then
The English, though they had dug in, lost many of their men
As Scots charged forward by a ford the English did withdraw
To higher ground above the haugh then stand and fight once more
But no avail, the Scots advanced and now in disarray
The royalists retreated south, to Durham, then away
The battle won but not the war this matter then dragged on
King Charles was so intransigent that many wished him gone
And Cromwell, tough Old Ironsides, was waiting in the wings
A man who held in much contempt the divine right of kings

The Passage of Newburn Ford.
James Grant
1873
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The Spike – Blaydon Haughs
‘Haugh’ is an old English and Scots term for a low-lying meadow in a river valley. Blaydon
Haughs lies on the north-eastern outskirts of Blaydon, just beyond the railway crossing,
where Factory Road leads to the Industrial Estate. A journey down this road reveals much
commercial enterprise but there is little obvious indication of the close-knit riverside
community who lived there up to the 1960s. Closer inspection does reveal some tell-tale
signs. Faded goal posts and cricket stumps painted on a factory wall where children used to
play, an old pub converted to office premises, some old buildings and walls here and there
among the new.
This locality is well known to Blaydon folk as the Spike: the people who lived there in
terraced houses where the industrial premises are now, were called Spikers. The arrival of
the railway in 1835 and the later improvement in river navigability by the Tyne
Improvement Commission caused the rapid growth of industry in Blaydon, mostly along the
riverside and near the railway. Blaydon town grew quickly, with its stone terraces and the
Victorian shops you’ll read about later.
The Spike community was part of Blaydon yet slightly separate. There were originally six
terraced rows: Pioneer Street, Townley Street, Victoria Street, Cowen Street, Patterson
Street and Douglas Terrace, the latter a very short row near the river which was demolished
well before the others. On the riverside were also the ‘wood huts’, possibly originally
keelmen homes. The community had several shops, a Primitive Methodist chapel and
Mission and two pubs, the Bottlehouse Arms and the Pioneer. Many of the Spikers worked
in the mines and heavy industry that Blaydon was famous for.
Much of old Blaydon was demolished and modernised in the 1960s. Some of the houses on
the Spike were demolished in the late 1950s, the remainder in the 1960s and most of the
residents moved into Blaydon or to the new housing estates up the hill in Winlaton. It
brought to a sad end a remarkable settlement where everyone knew everyone and where,
in the difficult days of the recession of the 1930s, there was quite amazing community spirit
and self-sufficiency.
The Spike story leaves behind two intriguing questions. The Spike Castle was the nickname
given to Turret Place. It was situated just past the junction of Factory Road and Patterson
Street adjacent to the Bottlehouse Arms. This eerie castellated building was rumoured to be
a former home of the land-owning Selby family. It is said it fell into ruin, was renovated by
Joseph Cowen and made into tenements, most likely originally for navvies working for the
Tyne Commission. It was demolished in the 1930s. Old maps reveal it was there before the
terraced rows were built but is the Selby story true? The other question is how the Spike got
its name. There are a few theories. Was it due to Turret Place itself, because an old Irish
term for a cheap, very basic lodging place was ‘a spike’. Was it due to the distinctive finger
of land that existed there before the river layout was altered by the Tyne Commission with
the Cowen Cut. Was it due to the decommissioning (spiking) of guns brought back to the
local factories to dismantle for scrap, following the Crimean War? These questions may
never be answered now.
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The Spike – lyrics © Roly Veitch
Near Blaydon was a little place
Down by the riverside
No longer there, the houses gone
But memories aren't denied
Of Blaydon Haughs just by the Tyne
The Spike as it was known
The folk who lived there were a clan
And always helped their own
With terraced rows not much to view
Back yards with outside loo
Yet home sweet home to those inside
Who loved the place, its true
And by the river was Hogg's Field
Where children used to play
While nearby in the factories there
The Spikers toiled all day
They even had a castle there
Its name was Turret Place
A Selby home in bygone times
But then it fell from grace
Sir Joseph Cowen bought the house
By then in sad decline
Made tenements for navvies
Who were working on the Tyne
What characters they had down there
With strange nicknames indeed
Like Teacake, Sausage, Wompa, Scone
Their wit was quick, take heed
The Spike it was a special place
So often this is said
By those who lived there long ago
These Spikers born and bred

The Spike Castle (Turret Place) behind what was the Bottle House Arms

End Chorus, to the tune of Down By The Riverside:
I’m gonna go down to Blaydon Haughs
Down by the riverside
Down by the riverside
Down by the riverside
Gonna go down to Blaydon Haughs
Down by the riverside
But I aint gonna see the Spike no more
Gonna see Townley Street no more
See Cowen Street no more
Won't see the dear old Spike no more
Gonna see Victoria Street no more
Pioneer Street no more
Won't see the dear old Spike no more
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Summerhill
Just to the west of Blaydon lies a very interesting area of higher ground. This area used to
form part of the eastern flank of Stella Hall Estate, part of the grounds surrounding Stella
Hall itself. The Hall was originally a medieval mansion converted to a nunnery; then, after
the dissolution of the monasteries by Henry VIII, it came into the ownership of the Tempest
family. Later owners were the Widdringtons, then Thomas Eyre, Edward Standish, the
Towneleys and eventually it passed into the ownership of Sir Joseph Cowen, the eminent
Tyneside industrialist and radical workers’ leader. His son, Joe Cowen (nicknamed the
Blaydon Brick) attained international prominence as a radical politician, successful
businessman, press baron and social reformer.
This area of high ground comes to a distinctive promontory, known locally as ‘the
Summerhill’, at its eastern tip with superb views north and north east to the Tyne, Newburn
Haugh and Lemington beyond. In view to the east lies Blaydon town centre with Tyneside
spread out in the distance. A short distance to the west is another high point, Image Hill,
and just to the south west is the wonderfully restored water mill of Path Head.
On the summit of Summerhill is a small ruined tower which is believed to have been erected
by Lord Widdrington as a summerhouse and for this reason it is shown on some maps as
Summerhouse Hill. Nearby Image Hill had its own landmarks - statues of the Roman gods
Apollo and Aesculapius.
Joe Cowen had close friendships with other radical, unifying reformers across Europe, one
of these being Giuseppe Garibaldi who came over to visit Cowen at Stella Hall. Cowen and
Robert Eadie, who were both active in Blaydon Mechanics’ Institute, commissioned a statue
of Garibaldi which was placed on the northern face of the Summerhill. Sadly it was
damaged, possibly sabotaged by some workers who objected to paying a levy for it from
their wages. This was hearsay but whatever the truth of the matter, the statue disappeared
but the head was eventually found in an allotment nearby and is now on display in Blaydon
Library.
In the mid 1930s some children playing on Summerhill discovered the remains of a burial
cist and on investigation by archaeologists it was found to contain the remains of two
bronze age people, some three to four thousand years old. Over the next few years five
other cists were found in the locality. The remains included pottery and implements which
people believed the dead would take to the afterlife.
The Summerhill is a superb vantage point and stands as a silent witness to Blaydon’s history.
How wonderful it must have been to stand on its summit and look north on Blaydon Races
day and to see Blaydon Island down below, the race course, the people and all the comings
and goings. It also afforded a grand view east to ‘canny old Blaydon’ with its Victorian shops
and town centre and now to the modern town of today with St. Cuthbert’s church tower
prominent.
Together with the nearby Path Head Water Mill it is a place of unique atmosphere.
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The Summerhill Summerhouse

View over Blaydon from Summerhill
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Old Blaydon Town
Blaydon town centre of today bears little resemblance to the Victorian sandstone town that
older residents recall with great fondness. Now, with its bustling shopping precinct and car
parks, all overlooked by the A695 flyover, it is a very different place.
To go back to the beginning, Blaydon was little more than a hamlet before the mid
nineteenth century but all that was about to change. The arrival of the railway in 1835 and
the great improvement to river navigability by the Tyne Improvement Commission in the
1870s caused an economic boom. These new developments were transformational: many
industries sprang up in close proximity and perhaps nowhere on Tyneside was this change
more dynamic than at Blaydon, which grew into a thriving industrial town between 1850
and 1900. With the corresponding surge in population came the need for housing, shops
and commerce. This demand resulted in the growth of a busy town centre based around
three main shopping streets: Tyne Street, Shibdon Road and Church Street with an
expansive town square, Wesley Place, at the centre. Here on occasions the Salvation Army
brass band played and many folk would gather. Everyone knew everyone and there was a
great sense of belonging.
The focal point of the town was undoubtedly its Co-op ‘the Store’ in Church Street. It had
started up modestly in nearby Cuthbert Street but quickly moved to much larger new
premises where it thrived. Behind all this was Joe Cowen, the industrialist, radical politician
and social reformer who was a devout supporter of the Co-op movement. It was the first in
the north-east. Very soon there were many other shops, businesses and places of
entertainment and social activity, altogether an impressive, vibrant and varied range. For
example there were three cinemas – the Plaza, the Pavillion, and the very distinctive Empire
Theatre. The latter was the subject of an old Blaydon joke, that when the steam trains
passed by the seats shook with the vibrations. Eventually it became a Woolworth store. Off
from the main shopping streets were various side streets with their quaint mix of terraced
dwellings and occasional shops.
Many of these old shops and businesses are mentioned in the song lyrics and fondly
remembered by older Blaydon folk. To the east of the main shopping streets were several
long terraced rows, the old residential hub of the town. In the late 1960s almost this entire
area of shops and dwellings was the subject of CPOs (compulsory purchase orders) leading
to mass demolition, clearance and the completion, by the early 1970s, of the modern
precinct we know today. This was a time when the ethos countrywide was for clearance of
old housing (often with poor sanitation, outside toilets and back yards) and for all things
‘modern’. Only Shibdon Road remains with some semblance of how it was. The extent of
clearance of old Blaydon was quite startling though and very soon local people were
regretting the loss of their old town. Many older folk still have vivid memories and it is much
talked about. For younger people born since those days really it would be hard to imagine
the town as it was, the size and extent of it and the feeling of belonging to a community
which was imbued in it. ‘Canny Old Blaydon’ – happy days.
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Canny Old Blaydon – lyrics © Roly Veitch
Old Blaydon once had a nice town square
But sad to say it’s no longer there
No Church Street, Tyne Street, nor Wesley Place
As for all of the old shops there's now no trace
I remember the Co-op, people milling around
But this nice old building was razed to the ground
Loved by the people who called it 'The Store'
All gone now and we'll see it no more
Jack Percy's for bikes, for models and toys
Bees to the honey for us small boys
Taylor's for wet fish, Tweddle for meat
Worley's the cake shop just couldn't be beat
Callers and Palmers, Walter Wilson & Co
All pulled down, they just had to go
Rogers and Lloyds Bank, Lennard's and James
All gone now but remember their names
The Empire Theatre was built to last
Though its seats would shake when the steam trains passed
The curtain went up and on goes the show
A black and white movie of days long ago
John Armstrongs, the blacksmith, Red Lion and more
Pinches and Bruntons, The Rock and Laws Store
Railway Tavern, The Douglas and Greeners for ale
All gone now so I'm telling their tale
The Tripe shop and Gallons, the old billiard hall
The pork shop and Roberts, remember them all
Ganny Arthur's, the Lime Yard, Shanleys and Todd
The Mechanics Hall where George Ridley was God
For Pellets and Murphy's and Muirs spare a thought
Billy Swan's up those stone steps inside Rifle Court
Beveridge the printers and Boyd auctioneer
All gone now what a shame they're not here
Cubies the chemist, Joe Saps for a snack
Tea Company, Woolies, they'll never come back
Sally Army and brass band on each Christmas day
While the old Venture bus slowly pulled away
Aye Blaydon once had a nice town square
But sad to say it’s no longer there
All modernised now, just a tale to tell
All gone now but I remember it well
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Jack Percy’s Toyshop
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The Co-operative Movement
In the early nineteenth century there were many attempts to set up co-operatives but most
struggled to survive. This development was just one of the emerging self-help movements
to find ways of improving the circumstances of the working classes by co-operating, ie
working together. Everyone was to have a share in the profits. It’s the origin of today’s
loyalty cards.
In 1844 a group of idealistic men, who became known as the Rochdale Pioneers, established
a Co-operative Society with a formula that worked. The Rochdale Society of Equitable
Pioneers set the mould which was to become a remarkable and influential success story.
Their aim was to set up an organisation for the benefit of the members, who would receive
a share of the profits, a dividend based on the value of purchases. Their ambitious plans
included the creation of a store to sell produce and goods, the in-house manufacture of
suitable goods, the building of decent homes and the promotion of self-improvement,
including not drinking. The Co-op movement, based on this model, gathered momentum
and soon spread nationwide.
Around this time, in Blaydon, the radical politician, industrialist and social reformer Joe
Cowen was the significant catalyst for much of what was happening. He was a successful
businessman but also a man of the people, someone of strong principles and a man who got
things done. He consulted with his associates at Blaydon Mechanics’ Institute with a view to
forming a Co-op in Blaydon. The first small store was opened in Cuthbert Street in 1858, the
first Co-op Society in the north east of England and one of the oldest in the national Cooperative Union. It quickly outgrew its premises and so, with Cowen’s support, new
premises were built in Church Street, in the rapidly expanding town centre. The original
distinctive Drapery and Clothing building was regarded as one of the finest Co-op buildings
in the country. It had the latest technology of the day, a pneumatic tube payment system
like the one you might have seen at Beamish. Along with its grocers, shoe shop, greengrocers, hardware and pork shop and butchers, the store catered for most needs. Its
buildings occupied quite a significant part of Church Street and it became the hub of the
town. When goods were bought the customer members gave their 4 or 5 digit ‘check
number’ and the sale was recorded. Customers would receive their dividend once a year.
‘Divi time’ was keenly anticipated!
The Co-op gradually expanded to cover a wider local area including Prudhoe, High Spen,
Winlaton, Westwood, Barmoor, Throckley and Burnopfield: it was called the Blaydon &
District Co-operative Society. In 1875 it purchased the Blaydon Mechanics’ Institute and the
facilities there, including the reading rooms, became free to all society members. The
store’s success continued on past the demise of the old Victorian shopping centre in the late
1960s with premises in the new precinct but the Blaydon store sadly closed its doors for the
final time in 2016. Blaydon folk will long remember their store, especially in those halcyon
days of the unique Church Street premises and without doubt Joe Cowen would have been
profoundly sad to see the Blaydon closure.
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Three Cheers for Blaydon Co-op – lyrics © Roly Veitch
The Co-op in old Blaydon
We all knew as 'the Store'
A rather special place it was
Alas it is no more
A building of distinctive style
A splendid sight indeed
With pride of place in Blaydon town
On that we’re all agreed

Chorus - - Three cheers for Blaydon Co-op
Hip hip hip hooray
We're all in the Co-op
And wor divi's due today

Those Rochdale pioneers
They started something new
With profits shared by members all
Just folk like me and you
The idea was a great success
And spread throughout the land
And Blaydon's own Joe Cowen
He was quick to join the band
He canvassed all the people
Then raised the funds required
To start a store in Blaydon town
And premises were hired
In Cuthbert Street they started off
A modest shop its true
In eighteen fifty-eight this was
And business quickly grew
Now soon it was apparent
By far a bigger place
Was needed to expand and grow
To give a lot more space
And so the move to Church Street came
Which surely passed the test
Of all Co-ops throughout the land
One of the very best

Blaydon Co-op, Church Street

So over many decades
The Store was loved and thrived
But then the town was modernised
A new age had arrived
And so the building had to go
But old folk still recall
Its heyday in those bygone days
This store for one and all
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The Keelman’s Way
The Keelman’s Way is a cycle path which runs from Hebburn to Wylam. Much of it is close to
the Tyne and there is still evidence of Tyneside’s industrial history to be seen along the way.
This short essay focuses on walking from Derwenthaugh to Newburn, beginning at the Skiff
Inn at Swalwell.
At the rear of the adjacent Travelodge premises a metal gate leads directly to an unmanned
railway crossing over which the Derwenthaugh staith comes into view. It is an impressive
wooden structure. It was an important coal loading point, fed by the Chopwell , Spen,
Garesfield, Pontop and Clockburn mines. The staith enabled the direct loading of larger
ships but before it was built, the wharfs here were the scene of hectic keelmen activity
going back over centuries. Historian Bourne tells us that in 1794 some 62,000 chaldrons of
coal were shipped from here, involving some 200 keelmen. A little further west was another
staith for Blaydon Main Colliery, and there were others along both banks of the river.
Near the marina look out for the plaque commemorating Harry Clasper (1812 - 1870) the
world champion rower who was Tyneside’s first great sports hero back in Victorian times.
Walking west, up river, is the A695 Scotswood Bridge but just a few yards to its east, on the
north bank, can be seen what remains of one of the stone supports of the old bridge, the
‘chain bridge’ of Blaydon Races fame: ‘We flew across the chain bridge, reet into Blaydon
town’.
Continuing the walk west you approach the old Newcastle to Carlisle railway bridge then the
A1 road bridge. Just here, on the south bank, were several wood huts, possibly old keelman
dwellings. Looking upriver one can see the white concrete bridge with its distinctive twin
arches, leading to Newburn Riverside Industrial Estate over on the north bank and here was
Cowen’s Cut, where the Tyne originally meandered round a long horseshoe bend before this
bend was bypassed. This was part of the work of the Tyne Improvement Commission carried
out in the 1870s/80s.
The riverside path now takes you inland up Patterson Street on the Spike, where there used
to be a riverside community of several terraced rows near the river. Eventually you arrive at
the railway crossing. Here turn right onto a path which runs to the right of the signal box
and leads back onto the riverside. As the railway station approaches note the old stone wall
on the right. This is the last remnant of the Blackett-Beaumont lead refinery. Past the
station you can see the many wharfs up-river, on the south bank. Here there was much
keelman activity with large numbers of keelboats operating from the mouth of Blaydon
Burn (now culverted) well beyond to Stella. Here too there was a very large island in the
river, the site of Blaydon Races in its heyday. Finally, as these Stella wharfs are passed by,
you come to the new Stella Riverside housing estate. This is where the Blaydon Races
finished their days. In the distance is Newburn Bridge and beyond Ryton Willows. It was
near this bridge that the Battle of Stella Haugh (aka Battle of Newburn) took place back in
1640.
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Along this walk there is so much history and atmosphere. It is easy to let your imagination
run and picture those amazing days. In particular just imagine the legendary keelmen with
their distinctive boats and of course the world-famous Blaydon Races in full swing on the
island. What a sight it must all have been.

A chaldron could hold
about 2.7 tons of coal

The Keelman's Way – lyrics © Roly Veitch
The other day I took a walk
Along the keelman's way
And as I strolled my mind went back
To some long bygone day
The staiths right here, the men at work
The oarsmen and pee dees
And there the keel boats all in line
Masts bobbing in the breeze
Masts bobbing in the breeze
They're working hard with ne'er a break
Perspiring in the sun
These men and boys who never stop
Their loading now begun
A mound of coal, high as a house
Stood by the waterside
All destined for old London town
To keep them all supplied
To keep them all supplied
Now legends are not easy made
The test of time reveals
But once a special breed lived here
And made their mark, these keels
So as my mind it wandered back
To all those years ago
I had to smile and cast a glance
To where the keelmen row
To where the keelmen row

Derwenthaugh Staith
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The Keel Row – Lyrics
As I came through Sandgate,
Through Sandgate, through Sandgate,
As I came through Sandgate,
I heard a lassie sing ‘O, weel may the keel row
The keel row, the keel row,
O, weel may the keel row
That my laddie's in.
And weel may the keel row,
The keel row, the keel row,
And weel may the keel row
That my laddie's in.'
‘He wears a blue bonnet,
Blue bonnet, blue bonnet,
He wears a blue bonnet
A dimple in his chin.
And weel may the keel row,
The keel row, the keel row,
And weel may the keel row
That my laddie's in.
And weel may the keel row,
The keel row, the keel row,
And weel may the keel row
That my laddie's in.'
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A Message from Roly Veitch
Like many teenagers I became interested in the pop music of the day. I bought a cheap guitar
and learned a few chords, gradually progressing into ‘rhythm & blues’ and ‘folk blues’ genres
then into jazz music. In my mid 40s I left my office job and studied music full time, leading to
a new career combining work as a guitar teacher and performer. I’m now retired.
As a Blaydon lad I also developed an interest in the local tradition of dialect songs, triggered
initially by curiosity about the famous Blaydon Races anthem, but I have to admit as a
youngster I had otherwise little knowledge of our local history.
As I’ve grown older (and hopefully wiser) I’ve realised more and more how appreciation of
your past, of your roots, of your surroundings and knowledge of those who went before us,
is so vitally important. Once you start delving it can be a continuing delight to get to know
more. It can nurture respect and strong feeling of attachment that is deeply meaningful. This
may be particularly so as our shared history around this very locality is so remarkably
significant. That is no exaggeration.
As you work through this book you will realise what I mean. If the content stimulates an
interest and desire to know more and to have a growing love and appreciation of our home
area, that would mean such a lot.
Roly Veitch, September 2019
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